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5 Editorializing:  Why Does the Sun 
Go On Shining?
Agility gives us the opportunity to work with 
our dogs as a team, and develop a close person-
al relationship with them. By Jim Peterson

11 Building and Balancing Handler 
and Obstacle Focus, Part 5
This month we’ll work on building and balanc-
ing our dog’s handler and obstacle focus while 
performing the contact obstacles. By Ann Croft

30 Challenges at CR Central
Snooker is an excellent training game to chal-
lenge a handler’s concentration, handling skills, 
and ability to think and execute. By Annie Pyle

36 Challenges for Rising Stars
This extended-length version of Stuart Mah’s 
30-second drill will help improve handlers’ abil-
ity to adjust to changing conditions as well as 
their situational awareness. By Stuart Mah

44 Ready, Set, Trial! After the Run
It doesn’t matter which routine you use to 
reconnect with your dog at the end of an agility 
run; what’s important is that it is enjoyable for 
the dog. By Jamie McKay, CPDT KA

52 Teaching FOCUS and 
Impulse-control Classes: Week 4
We will continue increasing challenges and 
raising our criteria for successful performance. 
By Deborah Jones, PhD

56 Finessing Your Front Crosses
The simple approach to practicing front crosses 
shown here will enable you to rotate smoothly 
and efficiently through your front crosses while 
also allowing you to run in the right direction. 
By Blake Stafford

60 Command and Control: Raising
Your New Pup
Make bonding with your new puppy and train-
ing essential household commands your highest 
priority. By Fred Brattain

62 Handling for Maximum Performance
Depending on the dog’s natural working level 
of drive and speed, many dogs can benefit from 
different styles of handling to help them reach 
that optimal level. By Bud Houston

68 Three Stones of Praise
We live in clicker times, where the perfect 
reward is thought to be the sound of a click 
followed by a treat. But don’t overlook the 
necessity and advantages of a verbal reward. 
By Marie Hansson

77 Protect the Future of Our Sport: 
Keep It Positive
Novice exhibitors can be a challenge, but they 
shouldn’t be treated with disdain for not under-
standing trial protocol at first. Everyone volun-
teering at trials, from the trial secretary, to the 
ring stewards, needs to keep in mind the same 
mantra we train with: “Always keep it positive.” 
By Donna Somers
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6 Tip of the Month By Diane Weisbrodt

7 Everything You Always Wanted to Know 
About Agility… By Brenna Fender

8 Backyard Dogs By Mary Ellen Barry

35 Agility Bloopers By Brenna Fender
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Is O� ering an On-leash Agility Class 
Appropriate for Your Business?
Not all dogs have a suitable tempera-
ment for a group agility class. Here’s 
how one training facility created a 
class to give these dogs a safe way 
to participate in agility. By Kristen 
VanNess KPA-CTP and Sarah Keegans 
CPDT-KA, CAP2

10 Agility Games to Play 
with Your Dog
Agility training is hard work, and 
sometimes it’s hard to keep training 
fun. Here are 10 games that don’t 
involve any agility equipment and that 
are designed to help develop speed 
and coordination while giving your 
dog a good dose of fun. By Kea Grace

Proof Positive: Age is Just a Number
Aging agility handlers are a phenom-
enon that seems to be increasing, not 
decreasing. Competing against much 
younger handlers each weekend, these 
seniors certainly don’t “act their age.” 
Do they have the gift of long-lasting 
youth and health, or does agility help 
keep them young? By Juliet Franzen
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14 Running Contacts: 
Should I or Shouldn’t I?
Agility classes are won and place-
ments are made on hundredths 
of a second. So, for anyone who 
wants to win, driving to the bot-
tom of the contacts without stop-
ping—or even decelerating—
o� ers an obvious advantage. 
Or does it? By Sally Silverman

19 Acceleration and Deceleration 
Cues: Teaching the Basics
Teach your dog how to drive 
ahead on straight lines when 
you want him to, and also how 
to dig in and turn tight when 
that is what you want. 
By Laura Manchester-Derrett

25 Control Unleashed® Case 
Study: The Look at That Game  
Is your dog reactive to motion? 
Does he have trouble in group 
agility classes or at agility tri-
als because he turns into a 
Tasmanian devil when he sees 
other dogs running, tugging, or 
doing obstacles? If that sounds 
familiar, then this article is for 
you. By Leslie McDevitt

38 Need an Extra Hand? Using 
Remote Treat-dispensing 
Devices Effectively
Most of us do at least some of 
our training alone, and we often 
wish we had an assistant or at 
least an extra pair of hands. The 
Manners Minder and Ready 
Treat are two remote treat-dis-
pensing devices that can really 
help you be more e� ective. Here 
are some ideas for incorporating 
them into your agility training. 
By Frankie Sassie Joiris
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Mirage MX, MXJ, AD, an 8-year-
old Border Collie owned by Cathy 
Thomas of Wisconsin. Photo by 
Alissa Behn, pet-personalities.com.


